**Students With Failing Grades To Lose Jobs**

Recommendation came from the administration council that was at all students with grades below a "D" allowed to remain in school on probation. Any student below a "D," if he wishes to stay in school, will have to sign a note which the parent or guardian on the payroll must have at least a 90% average. Down in the California State Polytechnic College.

Reps to the council have stated there are a number of students whose grades average is even lower, who have not been allowed to remain in school on probation. Five in as many, they say, he must agree to sign a reasonable note that he will improve his grades.

**Stutzmans Senders Will Jam and Jive Tonight in Gym**

After the basketball game between the Poly Mustangs and Santa Maria high school tonight the California Polygym will be turned into the "poly club" for an all night jam session. It will be a straight dance that will start at 9 o'clock and will remain open until 7 a.m. It will be the new club dance that will end the Poly basketball season.

**Santa Maria Casabateers Invade Poly**

By Jack Anderson

Near the end of the basketball season Friday night began a Poly basketball game.

The game will prove the ousting of the Mustangs in the district. Since that game however, the C. P. was has gained two new members, a classy forward and a dependable center.

The games were played of Santa Maria junior college and the Poly in the gym.

The Mustangs proved unstoppable, for if they wish to end the season with a winning record, they must win all the rest of the games.

**Library Council Will Hold State Confab At Poly Feb. 21-22**

The California Dairy Council will hold a two-day meeting Tuesday and Wednesday, Feb. 21-22, in the gym.

The council will close its first meeting of the year which was opened in the interest of the student body. The council will be held the first time the committee of the state will meet in the gym.

**Dairy Council Will Hold State Confab At Poly Feb. 21-22**

The council will be held the first time the committee of the state will meet in the gym.

**Polyonnaughts at Poly Autobiography**

By George M. Drumm

The Polyonnaughts' board, polygym editor, has decided to give an autobiography to the Polyonnaughts' club.

The Polyonnaughts' club, in the California Polytechnic college, is a non-profit charitable organization. It was formed in 1900, and has been meeting in the Polygym for years.

**The California Polytechnic College**

**California State Polytechnic College**

**Volume II, Number 18 5.7a**

**San Luis Obispo, California**

**February 9, 1940**

*THE POLYTECHNIC CALIFORNIAN*
In the picture the part of Geronimo characterized by Larry Martin was played by Mickey Rooney. At the Elmo theater, the film was shown last week. Dr. McCapes' Grandfather was one of the most enjoyable films of entertainment. The excellent performances of the young actors who played the roles of the characters showed talent and understanding that one would expect of an experienced actor. When everyone was ready for the 25th Annual El Mustang football game, the team lined up to get in the stadium. A well canvassed group of aggies were present to support the game. When I was an aggie student, I played football at California Polytechnic University. It is a pleasure to see my former schoolmates doing well. The San Luis Obispo high school orchestra entertained us with a grand performance. We were having a wonderful time listening to the music. I have no doubt that this performance will be remembered for many years to come.

Dear Editor,

Your letter is what this staff has been hoping for. During the coming week, the cartoonists will be working in a new office, a change from the old one. We're glad to have you back. All the best.

Sincerely,

Bruce Ponto.
Alumni News

News for the newspapers and radio is limited, but the Polytechnic Californian is listed on the globe, but California Alumni should not neglect the graduates on the

Vernon Leach, brother of Richard Leach of the Poly Society, is living

Frank Pugh has returned to Mehic's address of Poly grads.

Many letters sent out by the association would appreciate receiving

Vernon Bailey has taken him to the tropical jungles of South Amer-

Stutzman Senders will

Alumni News

Frank Pugh has returned to the home of the Hawaiian Islands, where he is teaching shop for the school. Where the

Carl Johnson is living and working

in Honolulu.

Maurice Knuth, '27, was trans

James and Jove Tonight

To the Editor:
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Poly Baseball Outlook Good In Practices

Baseball Coach J. C. Deuel and Assistant Coach Fred Bradley this week reported that he has had a great deal of practice at California State Polytechnic.

Thirty-five clean-looking ball teams are back at work after the past two weeks and have spent their time in batting and base running. The Poly players were at the baseball park in SLO on Tuesday and Wednesday and went on their way long enough to allow their heads to get back into shape.

A varsity and a junior varsity baseball team were present. Captain Deuel said in urging a turn-up of the fans at Poly ball games that "all Poly fans will get their money's worth for every Poly baseball game."

The junior varsity will include players who are not eligible for the varsity. They will play local high schools to give those teams experience that will be of value in the future.

The varsity baseball schedule at Poly for this year, according to Coach Deuel, is showing real ability again this year. The infielders are hitting well and the pitchers are doing an excellent job.

Andy fans 'em

Andy Burman, star Poly hurler, is one of the checker in the varsity baseball team coached by Capt. J. C. Deuel.

Trillius Leads Poly Attack as Quiett Downs J.C., 48-25

In one of the most brilliant and aggressive basketball games seen on the California Polytechnic court this season, the Mustangs defeated the junior varsity of the University of the Pacific college by a score of 40-10 last Friday night.

The attack, headed by Bill Trillius, whose ball handling and footwork were up to the standards of the House of Limited or Broadway Clozette athletes. He fairly ran circles around his opponents and made records every time he took the floor.

The junior varsity included players who were not eligible for the varsity, but it will be filled in within the near future, according to Coach Deuel.

E. W. — In the game played on the Poly court last Friday night, the Poly varsity basketball team turned in a better pitching record than it did last year and it feels much stronger than it has in the past.

By the beginning of the game last Friday night, it was evident that the Poly 1940 team is in top form, according to Coach Deuel.

The Poly baseball team, besides being a strong hitter, is also showing real ability in pitching. The Poly baseball team, besides being a strong hitter, is also showing real ability in pitching.

The outfielders are hitting well and the pitchers are doing an excellent job.

James Decisions Premo In Fun Night Main Events

With a well balanced program of seven boxing bouts and one wrestling match, presented at the Poly gymnasium last night of the school year at Cal Poly Wednesday before a crowd of 400.

Emil Premo and Al James, who were fighting the featured event of the evening, put on one of the closest matches seen locally for quite a while. Premo almost hit James with a short right hand that really did the job.

Premo's knockout score was 200 to 100. Premo, who is the swim mentor, has expressed confidence that his team will improve their times considerably in the near future. He has always been pleased with the estimates this last week conclusively.

Don't have to spend as much time as he does with the boys that he does it to help them improve. This week they had two new players that he's worked on.

Things are going to move fast and furious this basketball season. The Poly basketball team is beginning to get a handle on things and it's going to be a great season for Poly basketball.

Between the Lines

With Frank Pitta

Polio's heroic stars are really being recognized now. The school reports go on as a result of many efforts put forth by the Poly. The Poly is the swim mentor, has expressed confidence that his team will improve their times considerably in the near future. The Poly has always been pleased with the estimates this last week conclusively.

Two Pool Records Fall in Interdorm Swim Competition

Breaking two pool records last night was Frank Reiss, who swam the 100-yard butterfly in 1 minute, 30.2 seconds and the 100-yard backstroke in 1 minute, 23.8 seconds.

The highlights of the meet were the two swims turned in by John Chapman, on the 200-yard individual and Bill Dalmon on the 400-yard freestyle. These two men both broke pool records.

Record Loward by Reiss

Champion chopped one second off the 100-yard butterfly last night, swimming the distance in 1 minute, 28.8 seconds. This is an improvement of 2 seconds for Reiss.

Champion, who has been swimming for the past two years, said his biggest thrill of the evening was the feeling that he was swimming when the Poly record was broken.
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